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Two-dimensional momentum imaging of Rydberg states using half-cycle pulse ionization
and velocity map imaging
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The influence of the half-cycle pulse~HCP! kick on the asymptotic velocity of the ejected electron has been
studied for excited xenon atoms (n* 534) in the presence of a static electric field (220 V cm21). We find that
the HCP does not change the momentum distribution perpendicular to the kick direction. Therefore half-cycle
pulse ionization and electron velocity map imaging can be used to obtain two-dimensional momentum distri-
butions of atomic Rydberg states. Semiclassical and quantum mechanical calculations complement the experi-
mental results.
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Since the beginning of quantum mechanics, matter is
scribed in terms of its wave function. Observable quantit
are evaluated as expectation values of associated Herm
operators. Details of the wave function remain mostly h
den. In (e,2e) experiments@1#, the wave function of an atom
or molecule in its ground state is retrieved in moment
space using the fact that at sufficiently high ener
(;1 keV) the electron-electron collision is impulsive. Fro
the final momentum and energy of both electrons~measured
in coincidence! the binding energy of the ejected electron
well as its momentum at the moment of the collision can
retrieved. Two conditions determine the success of
(e,2e) method. The ionization cross section does not dep
on the actual momentum of the electron. In the second c
dition the collision is sudden with respect to the classi
motion of the electrons in the atom. These two conditio
can be considered as general requisites for direct meth
that measure details of a wave function.

Electromagnetic radiation is an attractive alternative
fast electrons. Here, we present the use of ultrafast, subp
second half-cycle pulses~HCP! with a short duration com-
pared to the classical roundtrip time of the Rydberg el
trons. In the short pulse limit, the interaction of the HCP w
the Rydberg electron is described as a momentum kick:

Dp52E EHCP~ t !dt, ~1!

whereEHCP(t) is the electric field of the HCP@2#. The re-
sulting energy transfer is given by

DE5p0•Dp1 1
2 Dp2, ~2!

wherep0 is the momentum of the electron at the moment
the HCP interaction. In practice, we achieve near 100% i
ization of a sample of Rydberg atoms with one single HC
Hence, the ionization probability does not depend on
actual momentum of the ionized electron in its orbit.

The method proposed in this paper builds on the fact
a kick does not change the component of the momentum
the directions perpendicular to the kick. An illustration of t
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experimental principle is given in Fig. 1. In this article, th
kick direction implies the direction of the force felt by th
electron.

This new concept differs and complements the meth
presented by Jones@3#, who used HCP ionization to dete
mine the momentum distribution in one dimension along
kick direction. Robicheaux@4# treated this process theoret
cally. In their method, the increase in ionization, yield as
function of the kick strength, is equal to the probability
finding an electron with a momentum componentp0 in the
direction of the kick. The method requires a scan over d
ferent HCP strengths. In contrast, the present method
only one strong HCP setting. Moreover, the 2D moment
maps are obtained directly without taking the derivative
experimental data.

First, we show that HCP ionization provides two
dimensional momentum information by comparing expe
mental momentum images, which are obtained under dif
ent experimental conditions. Second, classical calculation
the HCP ionization process are used to support the validit

FIG. 1. Illustration of the experimental principle. A Rydbe
atom is ionized with a HCP, here polarized in thez direction. The
HCP only changes the momentum component of the electron a
the z axis ~dashed arrow!, not thex, y components. Using velocity
map imaging the electron is imaged onto a detector in such a
that the distance of the electron from the center is directly prop
tional to the momentum component in thexy plane. Thez direction
remains undetected.
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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the momentum mapping of a Rydberg state.
In our experiment, xenon atoms were prepared in

3PJ52 (5p56s) metastable state in an electron impact sou
@5# and expanded into a molecular beam. Rydberg ato
were created in a static electric field of 220 V/cm using o
photon excitation with light from a nanosecond dye las
The states just below the saddle point were excited with
fective principal quantum numbern* 534. The electron
roundtrip time in these states,tK56 ps, is longer than the
HCP ~width 0.5–1 ps!. We distinguish two dye laser pola
ization directions, parallel~along thez axis! and perpendicu-
lar ~along thex axis! to the electric field, forming Rydberg
states with magnetic quantum numberm50 and m561,
respectively. The static electric field was strong enough
reach the n-mixing regime. Due to the bandwidt
(0.2 cm21) and duration of the laser pulse~8 ns!, an inco-
herent sum ofk states, eigenstates in a static electric fie
was formed. About 500 ns later, the highly excited Rydb
states were subjected to a strong HCP. The HCP was ge
ated by illuminating a voltage biased GaAs wafer with a 1
fs laser pulse from a Ti:Sapphire laser@6,7#. The polarization
of the HCP was either perpendicular (x direction! or
~anti!parallel (z direction! to the static electric field. The dy
laser and HCP counterpropagate along they axis. The veloc-
ity components perpendicular to the kick directions we
measured. In an earlier paper we showed that the asymp
momentum component parallel to the kick is much sma
than the momentum after the HCP due to the influence
weak ‘‘tail,’’ with opposite polarity following the main HCP
peak@8#.

The final velocity and angular distributions of the ele
trons were measured by velocity map imaging@9#. In this
technique, the position of the electrons on the detector o
depends on the asymptoticx component andy component of
the velocity of the electrons. The instrument’s design
cludes an ion optical lens, which removes the sensitivity
the detected position to the starting position of the electr
Inside the time-of-flight tube an extra Einzel lens is pres
@10#, which linearly magnifies the momentum maps onto
microchannel plate detector~MCP!. A charge-coupled device
~CCD! camera is used to record the image from the phosp
screen behind the MCP. The velocity scale in thex direction
and y direction of the images was calibrated independen
The momentum scale in the images is derived from n
threshold photo-ionization by Nicoleet al. @11#, where ana-
lytical calculations provide the relation between the displa
ment Dx,Dy of the photoionized electrons on the detec
and their asymptotic momentumpx ,py @12#.

Figure 2 shows two raw images taken at two differe
kick strengths parallel~in thez-direction! to the electric field,
a weak kick (Dp5331023 a.u.) giving about 10% ioniza
tion and a strong kick (Dp5631022 a.u.) giving nearly
100% ionization. The dye laser was polarized perpendic
to the electric field, excitingm561 Rydberg states. The
momentum distribution broadens upon an increase of
HCP field strength and ionization yield. The images are
lindrically symmetric as will be explained below. At low kic
strength only the electrons with high momentum in the k
direction (z direction!, and therefore correspondingly low
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momentum in the directions perpendicular to the kickx
direction andy direction!, can ionize. The final momentum
distribution is influenced by the focussing effect of the co
bined Coulomb potential and external static electric field.
will show that at high kick strengths, where the strength
the HCP suffices that 100% of the excited Rydberg st
population is being ionized, we measure the momentum
tribution of the initial Rydberg state. At these high kic
strengths, the kinetic energy of the electron after the H
kick is significantly larger than 10 meV. It has been shown
simulations of photoionization experiments@12# that at this
kinetic energy the influence of the Coulomb force is neg
gible, in spite of the small measured px and py values.

The kick does not change the component of the mom
tum in the directions perpendicular to the kick. An empiric
method for estimating the influence of the HCP on the dir
tions perpendicular to the kick is to compare the moment
distributions in thex and y direction when kicking in thez
direction with the momentum distribution in they direction
upon kicking in thex direction. In all of these cases th
observed distributions should closely resemble each othe
the same momentum distribution is being imaged. Fig
3~a! shows this comparison for anm50 Rydberg state and in
Fig. 3~b! for an m561 Rydberg state in the form of pro
jected one-dimensional momentum distributions directly
rived from the raw images. The measured momentum dis
butions in both Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! are similar, while the
momentum distribution of them50 Rydberg state is clearly
narrower than the one for them561 Rydberg state.A pri-
ori, the difference in initial preparation (m50 versusm5
61) with the dye laser was expected to be very small. T
nanosecond dye laser prepared an incoherent superpos
of manyk states. Each of thesek states is a superposition o
many differentl states~up to l 533). For these highlstates a
difference of one unit in the magnetic quantum number
expected to be insignificant. The increase in width of them
561 momentum distribution is the influence of the ce
trifugal barrier in the potential keeping the electrons aw
from thez axis. The superposition of manyk states results in
the disappearance of the nodal structure, often associ
with a wave function.

The initial momentum distributions of the Rydberg sta
and the expected velocity map images after HCP ioniza
were calculated using trajectory calculations and quan
mechanical calculations. The classical calculations were

FIG. 2. Raw images taken at two different HCP kick strengt
~a! 10% ionization,~b! 100% ionization using parallel kick. The
momentum scale is indicated in the figure.
1-2
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formed by solving the three-dimensional classical equati
of motion for a hydrogenic electron in an electric field usi
a fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm. A realization of qua
tum states using classical trajectories is not unambigu
The initial state is a stationary Rydberg state given by
principal quantum numbern534. The dye laser excites thep
character in the Stark state. As mentioned, the orbital ang
momentuml is no longer a conserved quantity in the sta
electric field, but in classical termsl oscillates. The polariza
tion of the dye laser sets the magnetic quantum numbem
50 or m561. Also metastable xenon has an ionic co
with J53/2. The interaction with the many-electron co
causes a precession of the long axis of the elliptic orbit w
the electron penetrates the core while conserving ang
momentum and its projection on the quantization axis. W
the laser polarization along thex axis, the initial directional-
ity along thex axis disappears as a consequence of this
cession and the long 500 ns delay of the HCP pulse. Cy
drical symmetry is restored around thez axis. In our classical
trajectories,l z takes random values in certain intervals,l z
P@20.5,0.5# for m50 and l zP@21.5,20.5#,@0.5,1.5# for
m561 respectively. In the trajectories, we follow the ele
tron during one completel oscillation starting atl 51. The
HCP pulse~FWHM 1 ps, Emax 8 kV/cm) starts randomly
during onel oscillation. The velocity distribution of the elec

FIG. 3. Measured and calculated one-dimensional momen
distributions.~a!,~b! Measured momentum distributions in thex and
y directions for a HCP polarized in thez direction ~black line and
dotted line! and measured momentum distribution in they direction
for a HCP polarized in thex direction ~dashed line!. ~c!,~d! Calcu-
lated momentum distribution in they direction before and after a
HCP kick. ~black line! Initial momentum distribution using trajec
tory calculations. Initial momentum distribution using quantum c
culations~dashed line!. Distribution using HCP polarization alon
thez direction~dotted line!. The distribution using HCP polarizatio
along thex direction follows the calculated momentum distributio
even more closely and is not shown.
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tron in thex,y directions far away from the core, where th
Coulomb field is negligible, represents the velocity map. T
quantum mechanical calculations reproduce the momen
distribution of the excited Rydberg state by adding the m
mentum distributions of all 34 hydrogenick states forn
534 as a model of then-mixing regime.

The initial one-dimensional momentum distribution pe
pendicular to the electric field axis, calculated both class
and quantum mechanical, is plotted in Figs. 3~c! and 3~d!
together with the classically calculated momentum distrib
tions involving the HCP in thez direction. The quantum
mechanical calculations of the initial distribution agree ve
well with the classical calculations, supporting the usefuln
of the latter calculations. The distributions after the HC
kick depend very little on the direction of the kick. The di
tribution in the x direction resembles the calculated initi
momentum distributions even more closely than the sho
distribution in thez direction. These results corroborate th
HCP kick hardly changes the momentum components p
pendicular to the kick direction. The calculations reprodu
the magnitude of the observed momentum values and
port the observation that the momentum distribution of
m50 Rydberg state is narrower than the momentum dis
bution of them561 Rydberg state. If the Coulomb forc
would affect the momentum distributions because of
long-range character of this interaction, this would show
in these calculations. One small distortion is observed in
classical calculations for the case of kicks in thez direction
@Figs. 3~c! and 3~d!#. The trajectory calculations indicate tha
electrons present on thez axis at the moment of the kick ar
accelerated towards the ionic core resulting in large ang
scattering, which adds signal at large momentum valu
This phenomenon is not observed in the measurem
shown in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! reflecting that this strong Cou
lomb scattering may be a product of the trajectory calcu
tions involving a point charge. Both experimental data a
calculations show that the fact that the interaction is not p
fectly sudden~1 ps of the HCP in the calculation versus 6
electron orbit time! does not influence the momentum dist
bution.

A comparison of the computational and experimental
sults reveals that the measured momentum distribution
narrower and less peaked than the calculated momentum
tribution. The resolution of the velocity map imaging tec
nique at small kick strengths equals about 0.001 a.u., s
cient to detect the sharp calculated distributions. We note
the most important differences between our observations
the calculated results are in the wings of the distributio
This difference cannot be explained by a finite resolution.
computational results are performed for hydrogen. We str
that the calculations for xenon with its complex core a
highly nontrivial. Two effects may be important, the angu
momentum of the core and the presence of the core e
trons. The initial state, which consists of differentk states
from different values ofn, can not be reproduced easily. I
the calculations, allk-states for onen value are used. Thes
effects may well explain the small differences.

The requirement of 100% ionization and an interacti
time that is short with respect to the radial orbiting time s

m

-
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the limitations of this method at present. Only states near
saddle point can be fully ionized. The minimum value ofn
525. Wesdorpet al. @13# showed that whenn.70 the ion-
ization is surpressed by the influence of the tail of the HC
This sets an upper limit ton. The present experiment require
a static electric field. Although velocity map imaging h
been done for the fragment ions of molecular fragmenta
created in field free conditions using delayed pulsed fi
extraction by Gebhardtet al. @14#, this technique cannot ye
be applied for the much faster electrons. Zobay and Al
have treated aspects of the field-free case theoretically@15#.
The study of lower lying states using HCP excitation requi
shorter half-cycle pulses. Recent developments in the gen
tion of very few-cycle radiation@16# with a few femtosecond
duration may open the possibility for the study of lower l
ing Rydberg states. In future the use of atomic hydrog
would make it possible to break the cylindrical symme
which is found in the xenon case. The advantage of the st
of laser generated Rydberg states is the possibility to im
time dependent wave functions in a pump-probe experim
using a subpicosecond laser pulse in combination with
E

g-

J.

l.

.
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subpicosecond HCP as has been achieved by Jones an
workers for the one-dimensional momentum distribution@3#.

In summary, the advent of ultrafast HCP in combinati
with the imaging technique produces directly tw
dimensional momentum wave function maps. Consistenc
found when comparing different measurement geomet
and when comparing the calculated initial momentum dis
butions with the calculated velocity map images. The syst
used in the present experiment showed a large amoun
symmetry because of the presence of core scattering as
ated with the complex nature of the xenon core.
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